opener axon is shown in Figure 1D where the image was at the two BPs initiated distinct firing patterns.
251
Since distant TECC does not report V m at the current 252 injection site, it remains unclear whether the distinct firing 253 patterns evoked at the two BPs are indeed generated locally. Two 254 separate approaches were used to resolve this uncertainty.
255
First a "hybrid" simultaneous recording from the two BPs electrode. This was a consistent observation in 7 preparations.
276
Due to relatively low signal to noise ratio of the voltage 277 transients, the AP f traces shown in Figure 2 were averages from 278 20 trials. The need to average precluded the analysis of firing 279 patterns, which typically requires inspection of single traces.
280
In order to seek further support for the hypothesis that 281 the different firing patterns shown in Figure 1 BPs, reduced I TH at the 2° BP more than that at the 1° BP.
343
Furthermore, this blocker qualitatively altered firing patterns 344 at the 2° BP.
345
The effect of 4-AP was also investigated with local TECC, et al. 2011; Geiger and Jonas 2000) . In the present study,
711
there was a ~20% increase in AP duration at the end of a 100Hz- 
